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Abstract: Wireless ad-hoc networks have seen widespread usage due to their ease of implementation. Most
of these devices are battery operated devices and therefore suffer from serious limitations in terms of power
consumption. It becomes desirable to implement power aware routing schemes that minimises the power
consumption and at the same time improves the traffic capacity of the network. The broadcast nature and the
spatial diversity of the wireless communication is utilised efficiently in the opportunistic routing scheme and
achieves improvement in the performance of the wireless networks. In contrast to the traditional routing scheme
which makes use of a predetermined route for packet transmission, the opportunistic routing scheme defines
a predefined forwarding candidate list formed by using single network metrics. In this paper, a protocol is
proposed which uses multiple metrics such as residual energy and link quality for route selection. A variable
power control algorithm is also implemented to transmit the packets at the optimal power level and therefore
achieves considerable power saving in the resource constrained wireless ad-hoc environment. Using extensive
simulations, we study the impact of variable power control on the network capacity, power saving and
connectivity of the network.
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INTRODUCTION available to the nodes. Bandwidth is another important

Wireless ad hoc networks have received tremendous important design consideration.
attention over the recent years due to its widespread Power Control is an important design criteria that
applications, which include military and defence influences the performance of the network. Most existing
applications, disaster management etc, to cite a few. protocols work on common power levels. Transmit power
These networks are characterised by a highly dynamic control is desirable due to the fact that it overcomes
topology and the lack of centralised control. Mobile fading and interference. When a high transmit power is
nodes communicate in a peer to peer fashion  and  the used, it reduces the number of forwarding nodes,
network has limitations in terms of power and bandwidth. increases connectivity of the network, reduces signalling
A major design issue in wireless networks is the optimal overload causes interference to neighbouring nodes and
use of the radio resources. The ever increasing demand decreases the life time of the nodes due to high power
for wireless data services highlights the need to consumption. When a low power level is used, more hops
implement power control algorithms to efficiently utilise are required to reach the destination, reduces network
the scarce radio resources. The nodes communicate based connectivity, increases signalling overhead but results in
on various metrics instead of communication through a improved network capacity. Therefore, it becomes
preinstalled central controller. The mobility of the nodes essential to design the power control algorithm that
place a limitation on the network size and therefore it balances between the various performance metrics of the
becomes essential to save the limited power resources network.

scarce radio resource and spatial reuse becomes an
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Fig. 1: Ad-Hoc Network achieved using variable transmit power than a common

In this paper, we propose a variable transmit power network capacity can be improved using power control
control algorithm that opportunistically tries to satisfy while considering SINR constraints for the choosen
two objectives simultaneously: minimize power power levels. An optimal differentiated algorithm with
consumption and improve traffic carrying capacity of the uniform pricing is introduced in [10], which makes the
network. users transmit at different power levels and achieved

Section II describes the related works, Section III improved system utility.
presents the proposed algorithm and Section IV provides
a simulation based evaluation of our algorithm. The paper The    Motivation Behind   this   Paper   is  Three-Fold:
is concluded in Section V. 1) Implement different transmit levels for different

Related Works: In ad hoc wireless networks, the nodes scheme 3)Improve traffic capacity of the network while
communicate directly in a peer-to-peer fashion instead of maintaining network connectivity.
through a base station as in a cellular network. 

The Ad-Hoc mode of the IEEE802.11 of the Mac Proposed Algorithm: Consider a network consisting of N
protocol is the most dominant MAC protocol, in which nodes in an area A. 
high fixed transmit power is used for control and data Let Pt be the transmit power and let the set of variable
packets, thereby reserving a transmission area. This power levels be P (t) for a node i in {1,2,3...N}.Let the
scheme has two disadvantages: it does not allow connectivity be indicated by i(t) for node I.
concurrent transmissions and more power than the actual
requirement for maintaining the threshold SNR is used up Architecture of the Proposed System
for transmission.

A traditional power saving scheme is to use power
saving mechanism in which the nodes enter into a doze
state, in which the node is powered off when not in
communication [1].

[2] proposes an algorithm in which the transmit power
of a node is adjusted such that its number of one-hop
neighbours is limited. A distributed topology control
algorithm is provided in [3], in which a node keeps
increasing its transmit power till it covers all its neighbour
nodes.

In traditional routing protocol such as  AODV [4], the
nodes decide the minimum power level from the routing
table. Similarly in DSR[5], the minimum power level is
included in the routing header for each hop.

There are two main approaches available in the
literature to increase the capacity of the network. In
[6],Gupta et.al have shown that for a static network of n Fig. 2: Overview of Proposed Scheme

nodes, the total capacity of the network increases as at
most vn.They have shown that the total capacity of the
network can be increased by adding relay nodes in the
network, but the number required is large. Grossglauser
and Tse [7] have shown that the capacity can be highly
increased in a mobile network, by making use of multiuser
diversity via packet relaying. 

In [8] Gomez et.al have analysed the impact of
variable transmission power on the physical and network
layers and have shown that better capacity can be

power level. In [9], the authors have shown how the

forwarding nodes, 2) Implement energy efficient routing
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Route Discovery Phase:

When the source node has data to transmit, it
initiates the route discovery process by broadcasting
the packet at maximum transmit power.
Every intermediate node computes its cost function
and includes the cost metric in its header.

A novel multiple metric is proposed to make routing
decisions based on the residual energy of the nodes and
the link quality.

The multiple metric is defined as

mij = . AE + .LQ (1)

where, AE indicates the available residual energy of the
node, LQ is the communication link quality, ,  are
weighing coefficients in the range of 0 to 1.

Considering Ei as the initial energy of the node and Er

as the residual energy available in the communicating
node, E  is the minimum energy required to transmit themin

packet successfully, AE denotes a metric called available
energy. A node with high residual energy generates a
small AE value and a node with low residual energy
generates a high AE value.

(2)

The cooperative relay node must ensure a minimum
link quality for the successful transmission of the packet.
The link quality is therefore broadly classified into three
ranges :

If LQ < LQpoor ; link is poor.N

If LQ > LQgood ; link is good.N

Based on this, the Link Quality Indicator(LQ) is
defined as

(3)

When the destination receives the RREQ packet, it
chooses the path with the minimum cost metric and
replies via the unicast path.

Table 1: Modified Routing Table
Node ID Powermin Powermax TT
Here,
NodeID : MAC address of neighbouring node
Power  :Minimum transmission power required for successful transmissionmin

Power : Maximum allowed transmission power of a nodemax

TT: Transmission time 

The nodes on receiving the RREP packet, updates an
information table it maintains as shown below:

Every time that a packet transmission is
overheard,the nodes update this Information Table.

The received power at a distance d is predicted by

(4)

(5)

Here Pt is the transmit power, Pr(d) is the received
power, C is a constant denoting the antenna gain and n is
the path loss exponent.

Given the receiver sensitivity RSk, the minimum
power Power  for the receiver j to successfully transmitmin

a packet to transmitter i, is related by

(6)

Then the minimum power required for a successful
transmission is given by

(7)

Each node forwards the packet till the destination is
reached.

Assuming the channel conditions are uniform in both
the directions,

The optimal transmit power can then be given by

(8)

Where Pm is the marginal power required to overcome the
effect of path loss, shadowing and fading.

The RREP packet finally reaches the source, the
complete path information is available and the routing
tables are updated.
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Power Control Phase: The algorithm allows to change the
power levels under the following conditions:

The node that implements power control must
maintain minimum connectivity to the set of
forwarding candidates.

(t) > (t) for i ={1,2,3...N}i imin

The power level at which the packet is transmitted by
the source node is included in the route request
packet. All the neighbouring nodes that are within
the transmission radius are able to hear this
transmission. Let the received power at the receiver
nodes be Pr. For a packet to be correctly decoded at
the destination, there is a minimal value of power to
be maintained Pth. Then the optimal power level at
which the packet can be successfully transmitted is
given by:

(9)

Where fading margin FM is included by considering the
dynamic nature of the wireless channel, affected by
fading.

The node is allowed to increase its power level only
if its residual energy is greater than a threshold.

RESULTS

The evaluation is based on an ad hoc network
comprising of 30 nodes moving around a rectangular area
of 1000 m x 1000m. The radio characteristics of the mobile
nodes such as transmit power, receiver sensitivity were Fig. 4:  Selection of Optimal Path
choosen as per the Proxim Orinoco PC card. 

The simulation uses a constant bit rate traffic with
the random mobility model. The wireless channel is
lognormal fading channel, in which we have assumed a
path loss exponent of 2.0 and shadowing deviation of
4dB. The initial energy of the node is 100J. 

The rectangular topology of wireless mobile ad hoc
network with 30 nodes implemented and simulated in NS2
is shown in Fig. 3.

Traffic Capacity: For a wireless network, the traffic
carrying capacity depends on the transmission
radius,which in turn becomes dependent on the data rate. Fig. 5: Traffic capacity achieved interms of Data Rate
Using optimal power levels have resulted increased power
saving and thereby has improved the capacity of the The Fig 5 shows that the implementation of variable
network. The table illustrates the theoretical capacity of power level achieves a 4% increase in the capacity of the
the network as a function of data rate for the network.. network when compared to the existing schemes.

Fig. 3: Wireless network with 30 nodes simulated in NS2
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Table 2: Capacity Measurements
Data Theoretical Range Analytical
Rate Maximum Achieved capacity
(Mbps) Range (m) (m) (Mbps)
1 550 531 0.0772
2 400 399 0.106
5.5 270 265 0.157
11 160 154 0.2653

Fig. 6: Average Residual Energy of the network

Average Residual Energy: It is a measure the available
energy in the nodes deployed in the network at the end of
the transmission. 

The figure shows that since the proposed scheme
tries balance the energy levels of various nodes, the
average residual energy at fixed power level is around
92.84% whereas the optimal power deployment achieves
97.21% average residual energy per node.. This will also
contribute to increasing the traffic carrying capacity of the
network,by the increasing lifetime of the nodes in the
resource constrained wireless environment.

CONCLUSION

A power aware opportunistic routing protocol for
mobile ad hoc networks that improves the lifetime of the
nodes and therefore traffic carrying capacity of the
network was presented in this  paper.  Simulation  results

have shown that the proposed scheme increases the
network capacity by 4.5%. A variable transmit power was
implemented to ensure that the selected path consumes
less energy which maintained the energy level of the
nodes and therefore increase the lifetime of the network
while maintaining network connectivity.
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